Abstract-Impact of gate dielectric processing [plasma and thermal nitridation, nitrogen total dose, effective oxide thickness (EOT)] on negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI) degradation and recovery is studied. The magnitude, field, and temperature dependence of NBTI is measured using no-delay I DLIN method and carefully compared to charge-pumping measurements. Plasma (thin and thick EOT) and thermal (thin EOT) oxynitrides show very similar temperature and time dependence of NBTI generation, which is identical to control oxides and is shown to be due to generation of interface traps. NBTI enhancement for oxynitride films is shown to be dependent on nitrogen concentration at the Si-SiO 2 interface and plasma oxynitrides show lower NBTI compared to their thermal counterparts for same total nitrogen dose and EOT. Both fast and slow NBTI recovery components are shown to be due to recovery of generated interface traps. Recovery fraction reduces at lower EOT, while for similar EOT oxynitrides show lower recovery with-respect-to control oxides. NBTI generation and recovery is explained with the framework of reaction-diffusion model. Index Terms-Charge pumping (CP), fractional recovery (FR), hole trapping, interface traps, negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI), on-the-fly I DLIN , reaction-diffusion (R-D) model, thermal and plasma oxynitrides.
Physical Mechanism and Gate Insulator Material
Dependence of Generation and Recovery of Negative-Bias Temperature Instability in p-MOSFETs I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND N EGATIVE bias temperature instability (NBTI) of p-MOSFET devices is an important reliability concern [1] - [16] . It results in power-law time dependent degradation of device parameters, like threshold voltage (V T ), linear draincurrent (I DLIN ), etc., with historically measured exponent values of n ∼ 0.2-0.3 [1] - [7] . It is driven by oxide electric field (E OX ) and not by gate voltage (V G ) [2] , [7] , [12] . It gets aggravated at higher temperature (T ), and classically shows Arrhenius T activation with energy E A ∼ 0.1-0.2 eV [6] , [12] . It is further aggravated with incorporation of nitrogen in gate oxides (to prevent boron penetration and reduce gate leakage), and severely affect device lifetime for oxynitride devices [4] , [5] , [15] - [23] . However, NBTI degradation recovers by a large extent after stress is removed and hence holds promise for increased device lifetime for circuits operating under switching (ac) operation [11] , [24] - [27] . As NBTI recovers after removal of stress, conventional measurements using stress-measurestress sequences are not suitable, as they cause lower NBTI magnitude and higher power-law time exponent [11] , [25] - [29] . Therefore, it is important to make NBTI measurements using no-delay on-the-fly I DLIN [23] , [24] , [26] or minimal delay fast I-V technique [30] , [31] for accurate determination of device degradation. Finally, NBTI physical mechanism must be properly understood and modeled for accurate extrapolation from stress (high voltage, short time) to operating (low voltage, long time) condition. For pure SiO 2 (control) gate dielectric films, NBTI is believed due to generation of interface traps (N IT ) at the Si-SiO 2 interface. Although various models [2] , [8] - [14] have been put forward to explain N IT generation, the reaction-diffusion (R-D) model [2] , [10] - [13] has been most widely accepted. According to R-D model, ≡ Si-H bonds at Si-SiO 2 interface is broken by inversion layer holes (reaction) and the released H species subsequently move away from the interface (diffusion) and create N IT (≡ Si−). Except for very short time, the time evolution of N IT is governed by diffusion and the nature of diffusing species determines n. It is shown that n = 1/4 for atomic hydrogen (H 0 ), n = 1/6 for molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) and n = 1/2 for protons (H + ) [13] . The observed spread in time exponents can be explained by (a) mix of diffusing species, (b) H 0 or H + species undergoing dispersive transport [12] , [14] , and (c) H 2 diffusion and impact of measurement delay [26] , and is discussed later.
The R-D model attributes strong T dependence of NBTI to the faster diffusion of hydrogen at higher T [6] , [7] , [12] , and Arrhenius T activation has been traditionally used to describe H diffusion. However, recent measurements indicate that power-law time exponent increases at higher T [7] , [12] , [14] , which cannot be explained using the standard R-D model with Arrhenius activated diffusion coefficients. This has been explained by dispersive transport of hydrogen species through 0018-9383/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE trapping sites present in the gate dielectric [12] , [14] . According to this model, the diffusing species can be H 0 or H + and the time exponent of degradation is determined by the distribution of traps in energy and measurement T . It is important to understand the diffusion process and check for dispersive transport if any, as it can have important implications for estimating longtime degradation.
The mechanism of NBTI in plasma and thermal oxynitride gate dielectric films is a subject of intense debate [17] - [23] . It has been reported that NBTI increases with increasing nitrogen concentration in the gate dielectric, and is higher for thermal (NO) nitridation when compared to plasma nitridation for similar nitrogen dose [4] , [5] , [15] , [16] . However, there has been no consensus on whether enhanced NBTI in nitrided samples is due to additional (dominant) hole trapping (N OT ) [20] - [23] or due to enhanced N IT generation [17] - [19] , and as a consequence whether it follows a logarithmic [23] or powerlaw [19] dependence in time. It is necessary to resolve this issue for proper extrapolation of measured NBTI data toward longer time and operating voltage for reliable estimation of device lifetime.
In this paper, (expanded version of our previous conference reports [19] , [26] ), a detailed study of NBTI generation and recovery is done in thermal [thinner effective oxide thickness (EOT)] and plasma (thin and thick EOT) nitrided samples. The following observations are made. 1) Power-law time dependence with very similar n(∼1/6) is obtained over a wide range of stress E OX , T , EOT, and nitrogen content (including control SiO 2 ) when recovery is eliminated using no-delay I DLIN measurements. Wide range of n reported in past literatures is caused by uncertain recovery and is an artifact of measurement delay. 2) Identical n obtained for wide range of stress T asserts that the diffusion is Arrhenius activated, while very large dispersive like behavior observed for conventional measurements is again an artifact of measurement delay. All these films show very similar E A , which is again identical to control oxides. 3) Observed data can be explained well with R-D model of N IT generation. Obtained values of n and E A identify the diffusion species as molecular H 2 . 4) Plasma oxynitrides show lower NBTI compared to their thermal counterparts for a given total nitrogen dose and EOT, as also reported elsewhere [5] , [16] . Enhanced NBTI for oxynitride films is shown to depend on nitrogen concentration at the Si-SiO 2 interface and not on total nitrogen dose. 5) Both fast and slow components of NBTI recovery are shown to follow recovery of generated N IT . Recovery fraction reduces with decreasing EOT, while for similar EOT oxynitrides show lower recovery with-respect-to control oxides, which is also explained with the R-D model framework.
Based on the above results, we conclude that the generation and recovery of interface traps drive NBTI generation and recovery in these films. Table I , fabrication details of which can be found in [32] . For plasma nitrided oxide (PNO), films with various thickness and nitrogen dose have been studied. For thermal nitrided oxide (TNO), only thin films with various nitrogen doses have been studied. It is well known that peak nitrogen concentration is at the oxide-poly interface for PNO, while it is at the Si-SiO 2 interface for TNO samples [5] , [16] . Thin thermal SiO 2 was used as control oxide. The study of NBTI in thick TNO films is beyond the scope of this paper. The EOT of these films were obtained from well-calibrated C-V measurements with Quantum Mechanical (QM) corrections.
NBTI generation during stress was measured using no-delay on-the-fly I DLIN technique [26] . For a given stress gate voltage (V GSTRESS ), the threshold voltage degradation (∆V T ) was calculated as
, where t = 0 denotes the start of the stress phase and V T 0 refers to the prestress value. Note that due to finite integration time of the measurement equipment, I DLIN (t = 0) was not measured exactly at t = 0 s, but at a slightly later time (between 0 s and 1 ms). This can introduce some error in the measured on-the-fly degradation at very short time, which however becomes negligible at longer stress time [33] . Also note that mobility degradation caused by charges generated during NBTI stress has been assumed to be negligible (due to inversion layer screening at very high gate overdrive) while calculating ∆V T from I DLIN measurements [34] , [35] . Note that true ∆V T would be little lower than that predicted by above assumption, as entire I DLIN degradation is attributed to degradation in V T .
Delay I DLIN measurement was used to study recovery following NBTI stress [26] . Gate voltage was switched (for time t-delay) from V GSTRESS to V GMEAS (the pulse directly goes back and forth from V GSTRESS to V GMEAS , not via 0 V) to monitor I DLIN at predetermined intervals during stress and poststress periods. ∆V T was calculated as
, where I DLIN (t = 0) was measured using an I-V sweep before stress. V GMEAS was chosen such that
to eliminate any undesired degradation while making measurement during the recovery phase, and also reduces recovery (including the prevention of detrapping of trapped holes, if any, from the gate dielectric [20] ) while making measurement during the stress phase.
Charge pumping (CP) measurements were performed in thicker films to verify the results obtained from I DLIN measurements. A single-level pulse (f = 800 kHz, amplitude = 2 V, fixed base and top levels at −0.8 and +1.2 V, respectively 1 ), not full sweep, was used to minimize measurement delay. ∆V T was calculated as ∆V T = q * ∆N IT /C INV , where C INV is inversion gate capacitance obtained from C-V measurements. Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of ∆V T generation from onthe-fly I DLIN , delay (t delay = 0.1 s) I DLIN , and CP for thick PNO device. Delay I DLIN shows lower ∆V T compared to onthe-fly I DLIN at early stress time, although the difference becomes negligible at longer time. Much lower ∆V T is obtained from CP compared to I DLIN measurements. Higher n obtained from delay I DLIN compared to on-the-fly I DLIN is due to recovery effects [25] - [27] . Obtained n for CP is much larger than that obtained from I DLIN measurements. Fig. 1 inset shows the time evolution of ∆V T generation and recovery from delay I DLIN and CP measurements. ∆V T recovery obtained from I DLIN shows fast (< 1 s) and slow (> 1 s) components, with large (more than 40%) recovery in the fast phase. ∆V T obtained from CP is more gradual and does not show such fast component. Note that ∆V T from I DLIN is a sum of ∆N IT and ∆N OT (if any), while ∆V T calculated from CP is a measure of ∆N IT only Fig. 2 . Time exponent of NBTI degradation for various stress T and measurement delay time, obtained from delay I DLIN , and CP. [36] . As generation and recovery of ∆V T measured from I DLIN is much larger than that from CP, a naive explanation would suggest ∆N OT dominated NBTI (hole trapping and detrapping govern ∆V T generation and recovery) for these devices [21] , [29] . Fig. 2 shows measured power-law time exponents from delay I DLIN and CP measurements for various T and delay time. It is now well known that NBTI recovery during measurement delay results in lower measured degradation levels and higher n than no-delay measurements [25] - [27] . It is evident from Fig. 2 that recovery and hence n is higher for longer delay time and higher T . However, it is important to note that for a given T and delay time, n and hence recovery is higher for CP than I DLIN . This is expected as unlike I DLIN , V G become positive during the CP measurements, leading to higher recovery.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of I DLIN and CP Measurements
Note that the difference in ∆V T obtained by on-the-fly I DLIN and delay I DLIN is negligible at long stress time (t = 1000 s) used before the onset of recovery phase (see Fig. 1 ). Hence, the magnitude of ∆V T recovery determined by delay (small) I DLIN method does not suffer from errors due to unrecorded recovery between end of stress and onset of measurement at the beginning of recovery phase [26] - [29] . However, as CP suffers from larger recovery than I DLIN , large unrecorded recovery would take place between the end of stress and start of first CP measurement in the recovery phase, which would result in lower magnitude of recordable recovery once the stress is removed [28] , [29] . Since actual magnitude of recovery cannot be determined from CP due to associated delay, the magnitude of ∆V T recovery from CP and I DLIN cannot be compared, as done in [22] , [29] , to comment on the presence (or the lack of) ∆N OT during NBTI stress.
Apart from the differences in measured degradation due to recovery effects, the energy zone in the band gap scanned by CP (near the midgap) is also quite different than that scanned by I DLIN (full band gap, E G ). Hence, ∆V T generation as directly measured from CP and I DLIN cannot be compared without correcting for differences in scanned energy zones in the band gap and measurement delays. It is shown in [40] that after correcting for these differences, the magnitude of ∆V T obtained from I DLIN and CP is within 20% of each other. As a further proof of ∆N IT dominated NBTI for thick PNO devices, the T and E OX dependence of I DLIN and CP results are compared. Fig. 3(a) shows the T activation for diffusion obtained using x-axis scaling of T dependent NBTI data (discussed in Section III-B [6] , [12] ) obtained from I DLIN and CP measurements. Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively, show the oxide field dependence of ∆V T (from I DLIN ) and ∆N IT (from CP) generation (in t = 100 s of stress) and recovery (in t = 1 s following t = 1000 s stress). Similar activation energy for diffusion (E A (D)) and E OX dependent slope of generation and recovery for I DLIN and CP results unequivocally establish interface trap driven NBTI in thick PNO samples, and is discussed in detail in Sections III-B and C. Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of ∆V T obtained using onthe-fly I DLIN measurements for (a) thin PNO film stressed at different V G and T , and (b) different PNO, TNO and control films stressed at different V G but same T . Note that powerlaw (not log [23] , as explicitly shown in this paper) time dependence is observed with long-time slope of n ∼ 1/6 for different stress conditions and across different splits. Although not explicitly shown due to lack of space, V G and T dependent measurements were also performed on different splits, and such power-law time dependence and similar slopes were obtained for all such measurements. Identical time dependence for stress under varying V G and T and across such a wide variety of samples asserts the universality of underlying physical process. Based on the observations of Section III-A, such NBTI time dependence can be explained by the R-D model of N IT generation with nondispersive 2 (Arrhenius activated) diffusion of neutral molecular H 2 species [26] , [27] :
B. Material Dependence of NBTI Generation
where n = 1/6, k F and k R are the forward and reverse reaction rates (breaking and annealing of ≡ Si-H bonds), N 0 is the total density of ≡ Si-H bonds, D 0 and E A (D), respectively, are the T independent prefactor and activation energy of diffusivity of molecular H 2 . Based on (1), the overall E A for NBTI, i.e., E A (∆V T ) can be written as
where E AF and E AR are the activation energy of dissociation and passivation of ≡ Si-H bonds. If E AF ∼ E AR is assumed, then (1) implies that at higher T , a given ∆V T is reached at lower time due to T activation of diffusion, and T dependent ∆V T (t) or ∆N IT (t) data (plotted on a log-log scale) can be scaled along x-axis (time) to obtain E A (D), as done in Fig. 3(a) . Moreover, (2) suggests that under such assumption, E A (∆V T ) = E A (D) * n, known as the universal scaling scheme [6] , [12] , where E A (∆V T ) is obtained using the standard way of y-axis scaling (at fixed time) of ∆V T (t) data. Fig. 5 shows the T activation of Diffusion and overall NBTI obtained by x-and y-axis scaling of T dependent ∆V T (t) data (discussed above) obtained from on-the-fly I DLIN measurements. Identical E A (D) is obtained for all splits, which also equals to that obtained from x-axis scaling of T dependent ∆N IT (t) data (from CP) for thick PNO samples [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Identical E A (D) obtained from I DLIN (for all splits) and CP measurements confirm ∆N IT dominated ∆V T process. Moreover, the magnitude of E A (D) suggests molecular H 2 diffusion [37] , [38] , and is consistent with R-D model prediction of n ∼ 1/6 power-law slope [12] , [13] , as experimentally observed (Fig. 4) . Moreover, the activation energy of overall NBTI, E A (∆V T ), is related to E A (D) by the relation E A (∆V T ) = E A (D) * n for all splits, as also predicted by the R-D modelbased universal scaling scheme. Figs. 4 and 5 unequivocally show that incorporation of nitrogen does not change the underlying physical mechanism of NBTI, i.e., ∆N IT driven ∆V T during stress. Fig. 6(a) shows the E OX dependence of ∆V T (normalized to T INV ) for control, as well as PNO films having thinner EOT (low dose) and thicker EOT (high dose). For a given E OX , ∆V T magnitude is higher for PNO compared to SiO 2 as expected, while it decreases with increase in EOT for PNO films. However, identical E OX dependent slopes are obtained for SiO 2 and PNO films, which equal to the slope of E OX dependence of ∆N IT [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Identical E OX dependence of ∆V T for all splits (including control) and ∆N IT once again proves that NBTI in these films are dominated by generation of interface traps. Moreover, identical E OX dependent slope suggests very small nitrogen content at the Si-SiO 2 interface for the above films, and is discussed below.
As the diffusion species is neutral (molecular H 2 ), E OX dependence of NBTI is governed by the term
2/3 , see (1) , which refers to detailed balance between breaking and annealing (of ≡ Si-H bonds) terms. As the reaction term is believed to be caused by tunneling of inversion layer holes into interfacial ≡ Si-H bonds [10] - [12] 
exp (BE OX ), P being the inversion hole density, and (1) can be rewritten as
where A and B can be functions of nitrogen concentration. Fig. 6(b) shows the E OX dependence of ∆V T plotted according to (3) for various thin PNO and TNO films. The field acceleration factor B reduces negligibly with increasing nitrogen content for PNO films (control shows B = 0.38, not plotted). However, for TNO films, B reduces drastically with increasing nitrogen dose [39] . For a given dose, B is much higher for PNO compared to TNO and the reduction in B can be related to amount of nitrogen at the Si-SiO 2 interface (more for TNO than PNO for same total nitrogen dose). As PNO shows slightly lower B than control, it is expected that the nitrogen content at Si-SiO 2 interface is small for PNO films. Moreover, despite higher total nitrogen dose, thicker PNO shows lower normalized ∆V T with-respect-to thinner PNO devices [ Fig. 6 (a)] and suggests lower nitrogen density at the Si-SiO 2 interface (lower A) for thicker PNO devices. Finally, higher B for PNO compared to TNO would imply lower ∆V T (longer lifetime) when data is extrapolated from high E OX (stress) to low E OX (operating) condition. Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of ∆V T for various splits from delay I DLIN measurements. As explained in Sections III-B of this paper and elsewhere [26] - [29] , NBTI recovery during measurement (stress off) phase would result in reduced magnitude and higher power-law slope n compared to on-the-fly measurements. For a given delay, higher n would imply higher recovery and vice-versa. It is observed that thin PNO and TNO samples show very similar n (and hence recovery) irrespective of nitrogen dose (within 10%-20% range studied here), which is lower than that for SiO 2 films having similar EOT. For thicker PNO films, n increases with increasing EOT and implies increased recovery with increasing film thickness. Similar material dependence of recovery has recently been reported [27] . Fig. 8 shows the stress time dependence of (a) fast and (b) slow (difference of total and fast) fractional recovery (FR) for various splits. It can be seen that fast FR reduces with stress time for all splits. When recovery is measured after a given stress time, fast FR is identical for thin PNO and TNO films, higher for thin SiO 2 film and also higher for thick PNO films. Note that the reduction in fast FR with stress time is responsible for higher n for delay I DLIN measurements, and material dependence of FR is consistent with increase in n observed in Fig. 7 . Slow recovery component reduces with stress time for TNO and control, while for PNO it shows weak or negligible stress time dependence. Unlike fast recovery, slow component is smallest for thick EOT PNO sample.
C. Material Dependence of NBTI Recovery
Stress results reported in Sections III-B clearly shows that NBTI for oxides, as well as oxynitride films used in this paper is due to generation of N IT . It is therefore expected that NBTI recovery results should be explained by the recovery of N IT . 3 According to R-D model, NBTI recovery is caused by passivation of broken ≡ Si-bonds by H 2 [11] , [12] . As recently proposed in [27] , fast and slow recovery components are, respectively, triggered by H 2 diffusion from regions close to the Si-SiO 2 interface (such as the oxide or oxynitride layer) and from regions further away (such as poly-Si and above).
Note that similar poststress E OX dependence of ∆V T and ∆N IT fast recovery measured on thick PNO film [ Fig. 3(c) ] suggests fast recovery of ∆V T is due to passivation of N IT and not due to hole detrapping, as any hole detrapping during recovery would cause different E OX dependent slope for V T and N IT data. Note that poststress E OX dependence does not necessarily imply NBTI recovery due to detrapping of trapped holes [20] , or H + drift/diffusion induced passivation of N IT [14] . The equilibrium (detailed balance) between forward and reverse reaction is disturbed as |V G | is reduced from stress value (post-stress E OX is made positive compared to that of stress). Equilibrium is rapidly restored to new stress level by passivation of excess ≡ Si-bonds by excess H 2 available near the Si-SiO 2 interface. This can explain poststress V G (E OX ) dependence of recovery for high |V G | values [14] , [20] . Moreover, as holes are required for N IT generation, electrons would be required for N IT passivation (for charge balance) and recovery would strongly increase as poststress |V G | is reduced below |V T | or even made positive. Therefore, poststress bias dependence of NBTI recovery is within the purview of R-D model and N IT passivation by diffusion of neutral H 2 species.
To verify that both fast and slow recovery are driven by the same mechanism (passivation of N IT ), Fig. 9(a) shows the T dependent correlation of generated and recovered (fast component) ∆V T for PNO films having varying EOT. The correlation of generated and recovered (fast component) ∆N IT 4 measured by CP on thick PNO film is also shown. For a given generated ∆V T , fast component of recovery increases with increasing EOT and is consistent with larger FR for thicker oxides as shown above. However, the correlation slopes are identical for all splits, and both ∆V T and ∆N IT data show identical correlation of generation versus recovery. Fig. 9(b) shows the T dependent correlation of generation ∆V T to fast and total recovered ∆V T for thin PNO, TNO, and control films. Identical correlation slopes are obtained for all splits, for both fast and total components. Fig. 9(a) and (b) clearly shows that both fast and slow V T recovery is governed by same mechanics, which is identical across control and oxynitride films having various nitrogen dose, type, and EOT, and is due to the recovery of generated interface traps.
We now qualitatively explain the material dependence of NBTI recovery as observed above. For similar EOT, lower FR for oxynitrides with-respect-to control SiO 2 is likely due to reduced diffusivity of H 2 in the presence of nitrogen [5] , [27] , which reduces the availability of H 2 at the Si-SiO 2 interface during passivation. It is also possible that the presence of nitrogen creates H 2 traps and triggers a "lock-in" mechanism [5] , thereby reducing H 2 availability during passivation. On the contrary if nitridation induced enhanced NBTI were due to hole trapping as suggested by some reports [20] - [23] , then oxynitrides would show larger FR due to hole detrapping with-respect-to control SiO 2 , opposite to the observed results. However, note that thin PNO and TNO films show similar FR for modest variation in total nitrogen dose, and implies that small changes in nitrogen concentration has no major impact on H 2 diffusivity.
As fast recovery is caused by H 2 in the gate oxide or oxynitride [27] , fast FR increases with increasing EOT due to larger amount of available H 2 . For fixed T , a monotonic reduction in fast FR is observed as stress time increases. This is because for longer stress times, larger fraction of H 2 leaks into the poly-Si and hence only a smaller fraction of them can diffuse back and passivate broken ≡ Si-bonds during a fixed recovery time, where it is assumed that H 2 diffusivity in poly-Si is lower than oxide or oxynitride [27] . Slow recovery is believed to be due to H 2 diffusion from poly-Si [27] . Slow FR is smaller for PNO compared to control and TNO films, which reduces even further for thick EOT PNO films having large nitrogen total dose. This is likely due to large nitrogen pileup at the oxide-polyinterface for PNO films, which can act as a barrier to H 2 back diffusion from poly-Si toward the Si-SiO 2 interface. As total nitrogen dose (hence nitrogen density at the SiO 2 -poly-Si interface) is higher for thicker PNO, these films show lower slow FR (compared to thin PNO) due to higher barrier at the SiO 2 -poly-Si interface. 5 We wish to highlight that although the material dependence of NBTI recovery can be qualitatively explained within the R-D model framework, much work is required for making quantitative estimate as NBTI recovery plays a crucial role in improving operating lifetime from dc to ac stress. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Before concluding, we would like to remark on NBTI studies involving conventional stress-measure-stress techniques, where measurement would typically involve extraction of one or more of V T , Gm, S, I DLIN , N IT (from CP), etc. It should be noted that for no delay measurements involving no recovery, the value of time exponent n is same for varying EOT and nitrogen dose, for various stress V G and T . Delay associated with conventional measurements would cause measured parameter(s) to decrease and power-law exponent n to increase when compared to nodelay measurements. Any sequential extraction of more than one parameter, for example S or ∆N IT (from CP) and V T and use them to obtain correlation of ∆N IT (∼∆S) and total charge (∼∆V T ) would be prone to error [21] . This is because time difference between V T and S (or ∆N IT ) measurement would result in extraction of different recovered amount, as also illustrated elsewhere [28] , [29] . Further, such an exercise would cause different results for different films due to the material dependence of recovery as discussed above.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, the generation and recovery of ∆V T during and after NBTI stress is studied on plasma and thermal oxynitrides having varying nitrogen dose. It is shown that for a wide range of stress V G and T , ∆V T generation measured using no-delay on-the-fly I DLIN technique on thin PNO and TNO, thick PNO and control films show universal power-law time dependence, with identical exponent and T activation. It is conclusively shown that V T shift in such films is due to generation of N IT and can be fully explained by the R-D model. Obtained value of power-law time exponent (∼1/6) and T activation of diffusion (∼0.58 eV) consistently suggests diffusion of neutral H 2 molecule. N IT generation driven NBTI is verified by carefully comparing the magnitude, field and T dependence of NBTI data obtained by I DLIN and CP measurements in thick PNO films. It is further shown that nitrogen concentration near the Si-SiO 2 interface (not total nitrogen dose) impacts NBTI degradation in oxynitride films, with TNO showing higher degradation enhancement (with-respect-to SiO 2 ) when compared to PNO for a given total nitrogen dose. It is shown that both fast and slow components of V T recovery are essentially driven by the recovery of N IT , and is caused by passivation of broken ≡ Si-bonds by H 2 diffusion from oxide/oxynitride and poly-Si, respectively. Recovery fraction increases with oxide thickness and is found to be higher for control oxide with-respect-to oxynitrides having similar thickness. Thin PNO and TNO films show similar recovery for small changes in nitrogen total dose. Material dependence of NBTI recovery can be qualitatively explained within the R-D model framework. However, much work is needed to quantify NBTI recovery, which has important implications on lifetime improvement for ac stress.
